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Abstract—Fundamental constraints imposing power-frequency
trade-offs in conventional electronics have stimulated research on
alternative technologies for millimeter-wave and sub-millimeter-
wave applications. In this work, we use the picosecond threshold
firing of nanoplasma switches to demonstrate on-chip millimeter-
wave modulators that rely on a single metal layer. We show
amplitude shift keying (ASK) modulation with self-synthesized
carrier frequencies up to 66 GHz (limited by the bandwidth of
our experimental setup), with output power of 30 dBm. These
all-metal nanoplasma modulators are low cost, and generally
compatible with different platforms, from CMOS and III-V
compounds to flexible substrates. Our work paves the way
towards future terahertz communication circuits with large
output powers, which otherwise are not practical using high-
power amplifiers at frequencies over 100 GHz. In a more general
context, the proposed all-metal circuits can potentially synthesize
arbitrarily-shaped ultra-wide-band (UWB) signals with applica-
tions in advanced wireless communications, radars, and imaging
systems.

Index Terms—Millimeter-wave, terahertz, ASK, modulators,
nanoplasma switch, all-metal circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

SYNTHESIZING and amplifying millimeter-wave (mm-
wave) and terahertz signals are challenging in traditional

semiconductor electronics [1], [2]. As the dimensions of metal-
oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices are reduced to achieve
higher cut-off frequencies, their delivered power drastically
decreases [3]. For narrow-band systems, including different
types of modulators, the classic approach is to use a microwave
local oscillator followed by a power amplifier which drives
a chain of frequency multipliers [4]. This results in a rather
low-power signal at millimeter or sub-millimeter bands that is
delivered to a modulating switch [5] whose cut-off frequency
limits the maximum operation frequency of the system.

Such technical challenges are more severe for RF systems
that require ultra-wide-band (UWB) signals [6], [7]. Digital
approaches to synthesize rich-frequency waveforms are bulky
and quite limited in terms of bandwidth. Power amplification
of such wide-band signals is also very difficult. Alternative
analog approaches have been explored to directly generate
UWB signals, like impulses [8]. Ultrafast reverse recovery
of p-i-n diodes [9] and nonlinear wave-lattice interactions
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the proposed analog synthesizer based on a
picosecond threshold-firing switch (nanoplasma device). (b) Nanoplasma-
based single-metal-layer modulator. The figure illustrates the perspective
optical microscope picture of a fabricated modulator. The structure is driven by
a sequence of data bits. Data bits corresponding to “1”, trigger the nanoplasma
device which generates a step-like UWB signal. The UWB signal passes
through a coplanar filter that transfers the step-like shape to a wave-packet
with the desired frequency content. (c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of a nanoplasma device integrated on a coplanar waveguide. (d) SEM
image of the nano-gap.

[10] that produces self-compressed electrical pulses [11] are
examples of such alternative techniques. Besides the relatively
low output power of these approaches, the requirement for
specific semiconductor epitaxies can hinder their application
in conventional integrated circuits.

Here we propose to use the picosecond threshold firing in
recently demonstrated nanoplasma devices [3], integrated with
a coplanar patterned metal layer, to generate and modulate
mm-wave and terahertz signals at large power levels. As shown
in Fig. 1a, an ordinary source (which can have a low bandwidth
in the range of MHz) injects a pulse to a nanoplasma switch.
The switch transfers the input pulse into a signal with a
picosecond rise-time which has an ultra-wide bandwidth up to
the THz band [3]. This UWB signal passes through a linear
network (transfer function H) which shapes it into the desired
waveform at the output load. In the case of H being a band-
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Fig. 2. (a) Layouts of filters (a) A, and (b) B. The darker color represents
the metallic region. (c) On-wafer scattering parameter characterization of two
fabricated bandpass filters designed with central frequencies of 28 GHz (filter
A) and 45 GHz (filter B) using a 50-GHz vector network analyzer (VNA).
Transmission (S12 = S12) shown by solid lines and reflection (S11 and S22)
shown by dashed lines.

pass filter, the output pulse is a wave-packet, and the entire
structure acts an amplitude-shift keying self-modulator.

This concept relies on a single metal layer (Fig. 1b), and
integrates several functions together, enabling a simple, com-
pact and low-cost digital data modulator in the millimeter and
terahertz bands. The proposed all-metal circuits (in the form
of two-port networks) consist of two parts: 1. A nanoplasma
switch right after the input port of the network (Fig. 1c-d), and
2. A linear coplanar network with a designed transfer function
H(f) which shapes the signal generated by the nanoplasma
switch.

Nanoplasma device is capable of switching signals with
amplitudes from a few volts to thousands of volts [3], [12].
Therefore, the proposed concept can provide a wide range
of power levels from milliwatts to kilowatts. Recombination
rates of less than 20 ns (limited by the experimental setup)
have been demonstrated for nanoplasma switches [3], which
can enable high data rates over 100 Mb/s.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The nanoplasma-based modulators were fabricated on a
2- inch sapphire substrate. The process flow started with a
metal deposition step (500 nm-thin Au, along with 3-nm
thin Cr adhesion layers). Nano-gaps were patterned by e-
beam lithography (using ZEP positive resist) followed by ion-
beam etching. Coplanar filters were then defined by pho-
tolithography, followed by an ion-beam etching step. We
characterized the all-metal modulators designed with four
different bandpass filters, named filters A, B, C, and D with
central frequencies at 28 GHz, 45 GHz, 55 GHz, and 65
GHz, respectively, each of them including three series of
coplanar resonators. Figs. 2a and 2b illustrate layouts of filters
A and B, respectively. The detailed design of all filters is
presented in the supplementary document. Fig. 2c shows the

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. A function generator
with an IF amplifier stage drives the all-metal modulator terminated by a
70-GHz oscilloscope. The input and output ports of the modulator were
accessed through 67-GHz ground-signal-ground (GSG) RF probes. (b) Output
voltage of the all-metal modulators with four different filters, designed at
28 GHz, 45 GHz, 55 GHz, and 66 GHz. The points correspond to the
digital sampling of the oscilloscope. (c) FFT of the captured waveforms. (d)
Transmission scattering parameter through the probe and the cable, reported
by the datasheets.

measured reflection (dashed lines) and transmission (solid
lines) of the fabricated filters with central frequencies of 28
GHz (filter A, blue lines) and 45 GHz (filter B, red lines). For
the scattering parameter characterizations, our measurements
were limited by the bandwidth of the 50-GHz performance
network analyzer (PNA) (Keysight N5225A). The measure-
ments were done on-wafer in which the two coplanar ports
of the filters were connected to coaxial cables (terminated
by two ports of the PNA) through 67-GHz ground-signal-
ground (GSG) RF probes. The time-domain performance of
the fabricated modulators was evaluated using a 70-GHz
oscilloscope (DPO77002SX) with an ultrahigh sample rate of
200 GS/s (Fig. 3a). Electrical pulses generated by a function
generator were amplified by an intermediate frequency (IF)
amplifier with 5 MHz bandwidth and 34-dB gain to drive
a 700-nm-long gap nanoplasma switch. The output port of
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Fig. 4. Illustration of three examples of transfer functions and their corre-
sponding output waveforms.

the modulator was accessed through a 67-GHz GSG probe
connected to a 1.85-mm cable terminated to the 70-GHz port
of the oscilloscope with an external 67-GHz 40-dB attenuator.
The attenuator was used to downscale the modulated wave into
the measurement range of the oscilloscope ( 350 mV peak-to-
peak). Fig. 3b illustrates waveforms at the output port of the
modulators, which correspond to the measured waveforms by
the oscilloscope multiplied by 100 (to compensate for the 40-
dB attenuation). The discrete points correspond to the samples
taken by the oscilloscope with interval of 5 ps.

The output waveform shape and its frequency content are
determined by the design of the coplanar filter. As shown
in Fig. 3c, the central frequency of the output pulse can
be shifted from 28 GHz to over 60 GHz by changing the
layout design of the filter (which in this work was limited by
our measurement equipment). The modulator provides a high
output power level without an RF amplifier stage, which is
one of the most costly and challenging parts of millimeter-
wave communication systems. In fact, here there is only one
IF amplifier to drive the nanoplasma device, which should
only support the much lower bandwidth of the data-rate. The
picosecond switching capability of the nanoplasma devices
[3] can potentially enable modulation into the terahertz band,
bridging the gap between RF and optical modulators [13]-[14].

The output power of the modulator becomes lower at higher
frequencies (Fig. 3b), since the filter is excited by a step-
like signal (Fig. 1), whose frequency content (FFT magnitude)
is proportional to the inverse of frequency. This behavior is
similar to the general power-frequency trade-off in RF sources
(Pf2 = constant, where P and f represent the output power and
frequency of the RF source) [3]. Despite this general trade-off,
the output power of the proposed modulator is quite high. The
output voltage level at the 50- load is in range of several volts,
which considering the attenuation of the cable and probe (Fig.
3d), results in Watt-range power levels. The output power can
be further increased by optimization of the designed filters,
as they currently exhibit at least a 5 dB insertion loss at their
central frequencies (Fig. 2c). Another way to adjust the output
power is by changing the gap size of the nanoplasma device,
which can tune its operation voltage in a very wide range,

from a few volts to thousands of volts [12].

III. DISCUSSIONS

From a more general point of view, the concept proposed
can potentially enable synthesizing analog waveforms with
designed shapes. This is challenging to do with classic digital
sampling methods for two reasons. First, high-frequency sig-
nals require ultrahigh sampling rates, which is difficult at the
millimeter and submillimeter bands. Second, the amplification
of signals with a rich frequency content is a major challenge.
For instance, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of noise-like
signals that are interesting for radar applications [15] can cover
a wide range of frequencies, much larger than that achievable
with UWB amplifiers [16]. Impulse waveforms are other
sort of UWB signals with applications in communications
[6], radars [17], imaging [18], and broad-band spectroscopy
systems [19].

From a general point of view, Fig. 1a shows the block
diagram of a universal nanoplasma-based analog synthesizer.
A nanosecond pulse source, generated by an ordinary elec-
tronic circuit, drives a nanoplasma switch in series with a
patterned coplanar structure with transfer function H. The
amplitude and phase of H precisely controls the shape of the
output signal delivered to the load, which can be a radiating
element. Fig. 4 illustrates some possible transfer functions
and the corresponding output signals, showing the potential
functionality of the synthesizer. For a bandpass filter, as
described in the previous section, the output signal is a wave-
packet, and the system operates as a modulator.

Replacing the bandpass filter by a differentiator [20], the
system can potentially generate impulse-like signals. The
design of the differentiator determines the spectrum of the
generated impulses. The nanoplasma devices offer switch-
ing times faster than 5 ps (limited by the bandwidth of
the state-of-the-art time-domain measurement tools used [3])
which enables generating UWB signals with at least 70-
GHz bandwidth. The enormous flexibility in the design of
the coplanar network, which can be precisely implemented
by highly accurate fabrication tools can enable a wideband
randomly-shaped transfer function, resulting in a noise-like
signal. In all of these potential examples, the system directly
delivers the signal at large power levels, without the need for
a post-amplification stage, which bypasses a major challenge
in high-frequency electronics.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work revealed the potential of nanoplasma picosecond
switches integrated with coplanar pulse-shaping networks for
millimeter-wave and terahertz pulse generators and modulators
in a single metal layer without a need for high-frequency am-
plifiers. The fabricated modulators provide large output powers
(30 dBm) at high frequencies up to 66 GHz (limited by the
bandwidth of the experimental setup). The ease of integration
enables the implementation of the proposed concept on almost
any platform, including flexible substrates, CMOS, and IIIV
compounds. The proposed concept has relevance to future
high-performance terahertz electronics.
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